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Enoteca Provincia Romana 

"Hotspot for Local Cuisine"

A casual eatery and bar boasting of highly innovative local cuisine along

with a spirit selection that will put the best of restaurants to shame,

Enoteca Provincia Romana is one gem of a find in the heart of Rome.

Although the menu is selective, the dishes offered are beautifully created

and the presentation is well-executed. Directly facing the famous Trajan's

column, the entire atmosphere of the restaurant is abuzz with infectious

energy. Service is genuinely warm and helpful.

 +39 39 6 994 0273  www.enotecaprovinciaro

mana.it/

 provinciaromana@gmail.co

m

 Foro Traiano 82, Rome

 by sharonang   

La Taverna dei Fori Imperiali 

"Homemade Italian"

The best kept secret of Rome is the 'Taverna dei Fori Imperiali. A family

owned restaurant, its decorated just like a tourist spot with red and white

checked table cloths. The menu is small with specials, but the quality

makes up for what it lacks in quantity. Fresh pasta, veal, beef are

experimented with for delicious meals. Try the 'Pappardelle with white

truffles, and Pappardelle with Porcini mushrooms or egg stuffed meat

loaf. Not only this they serve exquisite desserts. The carrot cake with

chocolate sauce is delicious. Check out the website for more details.

 +39 06 679 8643  www.latavernadeiforiimperiali.com/  Via della Madonna dei Monti 9, Rome
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Al Pompiere 

"Wonderful Roman Jewish Dishes"

This delightful restaurant has been around since 1928 and has been

owned by the same family. Located in an old palace on the first floor, the

warm and cozy ambiance will immediately make you feel comfortable.

Locals and tourists alike throng here for their Roman Jewish dishes such

as zucchini flowers, battered salt cod, Jewish-style fried artichokes and

more. You will also find some historic dishes such as beef-and-citron stew

which is an ancient Roman recipe of Apicius. Don't miss the opportunity to

order the succulent Roman porcehetta (roasted suckling pig special) if it is

available as it is simply irresistible.

 +39 06 686 8377  Via Santa Maria Dè' Calderari 38, Rome

Trattoria e Taverna Romana 

"A Perfect Meal"

A wonderful place to have a late night dinner as it is situated right next to

the Colosseum and all major historic sights. The atmosphere is very "old

Italian style", with wooden floor and paintings on the walls. The menu

offers a great variety of pasta dishes, and some pizza. Try the gnocchi that

is mouth-wateringly rich. Wine is served by the glass, and all major credit
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cards accepted, with reservations being preferred. The main attraction of

this venue is the cheap prices for quality food that sets it apart from all its

competitors.

 +39 06 474 5325  Via della Madonna dei Monti 79, Rome
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Piperno 

"In the Heart of the Ghetto"

Piperno is without a doubt, the most famous Roman restaurant that

features Jewish cuisine and is very well-known by tourists and locals who

beg you to try the typical dishes of this area. The service is impeccable.

Here you can taste some of the best fried food in Rome, such as Judea-

style artichokes, zucchini flowers with mozzarella and anchovies, dried

Cod fillet and Ovoline. The home-made pasta, the toadfish and tripe are

excellent. There is an extensive and carefully chosen wine-list.

 +39 06 6880 6629  www.ristorantepiperno.co

m/

 info@ristorantepiperno.it  Via Monte De' Cenci 9, Rome
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Fortunato al Pantheon 

"Roman Cuisine Loved By Politicians"

Frequented by politicians, Fortunato al Pantheon is where you should try

authentic Roman cuisine. Established in 1979, this restaurant has been

delighting its customers with tantalizing fares, that keep them coming

back for more. Spaghetti alle vongole (clams), gnochetti al gorgonzola,

pasta and lentils and fresh fish are fixed items on the menu. The seasonal

mushroom dishes must be tried to be believed. Superb service. Good

selection of wines are available to accompany your meal.

 +39 06 679 2788  ristorante.dafortunato.it/  Info@ristorantefortunato.it  Via del Pantheon 55, Rome
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L’Asino d’Oro 

"Delicious Umbrian Cuisine"

L’Asino d’Oro in Monti is renowned chef Lucio Sforza's gastronomic

delight to the neighborhood and you will find the restaurant booked most

of the times. The menu changes daily where the cuisine from Umbria

takes center stage and signature dishes like game, pork and offal make as

the starry casts. The restaurant has a warm ambiance with its soft lighting,

comfy chairs and selective jazz music playing in the background. For

lunch, the fixed menu for 12 euros is a steal. The food is excellent and is

very affordable, do make some room for dessert as well.

 +39 06 4891 3832  luciosforza@gmail.com  Via del Boschetto 73, Rome
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Trattoria der Pallaro 

"Friendliness & Roman Food"

Giovanni and Paola Fazi offer traditional, simple home cooking, and

usually bring your meal to your table themselves. Apart from the classic

antipasti, there is Carbonara, Amatriciana, Pappardelle al pomodoro,

Scaloppine, Straccetti, vegetables, cheeses and desserts that leave the

diner craving for more. The outdoor patio calls for a cozy time while

basking in the sun amidst the fine food and wine. Dine here for a good

time, any day. Payments are accepted through cash only. The restaurant

is open everyday from lunchtime onwards.

 +39 06 6880 1488  www.trattoriaderpallaro.it/  info@trattoriaderpallaro.it  Largo del Pallaro 15, Rome
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Maccheroni 

"Three Enthusiasts"

A friendly, efficient restaurant run by three enthusiasts of good and simple

cooking. Meals are accompanied by soft background music and you can

sit outside in the lovely square during the summer months. Pasta is the

house specialty here; for example, Spaghetti with bacon and onion,

gnocchi, ravioli, or fettuccine with vegetables. The meat dishes are also

good, for example the Veal Roulades. Reservations can be made by

calling ahead or sending an email.

 +39 06 6830 7895  www.ristorantemaccheroni.com/  Piazza delle Coppelle 44, Rome

 by TheFork 

Ditirambo 

"Homemade Bread & Pasta"

Here the bread and pasta are homemade; enjoy them with walnuts, olives,

pumpkin seeds or anything else the cook churns out deliciously. The pasta

is hand-made and served with tasty garnishes such as tagliatelle with

chestnuts or the more traditional tonnarelli with cheese and pepper. All

desserts are homemade too. The wines are excellent and are a perfect

accompaniment for your meal. The interior resembles a country inn with

wood -work and country-style pictures. The seating is comfortable and air

conditioning makes it pleasant in summer.

 +39 06 687 1626  www.ristoranteditirambo.c

om/

 info@ristoranteditirambo.it  Piazza della Cancelleria 75,

Rome
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Da Gino 

"Traditional Roman Cooking"

Here you can enjoy an excellent, typical Roman meal, in an elegant

atmosphere. There are frescoes by Stampete on the walls, which in places

extend onto the ceiling. Service is efficient and pleasant, and the clientèle

often includes well known Italian politicians. There is a different special

every day, rotated on a weekly basis: on some days fish is served, when

you will have a choice of the classic baccalà, anchovies and other seafood

dishes, on other days gnocchi is served, as well as the ever available

ravioli with spinach and tonnarelli with cheese and pepper. The excellent

tiramisù is also not to be missed.

 +39 06 687 3434  www.ristoranteparlamento.roma.it/  Vicolo Rosini 4, Rome
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Osteria La Quercia 

"Mouthwatering Food & Lovely Setting"

Situated just a short walk away from Campo de' Fiori, Osteria La Quercia

has more than just a beautiful location to offer you. Although the

opportunity to sit under a majestic oak tree and observe the sights and

sounds of the surrounding area is a major drawing card, patrons are also

highly impressed by the scrumptious Roman cuisine they are served.

Appetizers like stuffed zucchini flowers and salted cod start off a meal

which includes mouthwatering dishes like spaghetti carbonara, tagliatelle

with truffle and asparagus and more. The staff are always ready to make a

wine recommendation.

 +39 06 6830 0932  Piazza della Quercia 23, Rome
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Enoteca al Parlamento Achilli 

"Specialty Wines"

This famous wine bar is right next to Parliament and offers a large variety

of national and international wines, specializing in French and some rare

wines for collectors. Apart from local wines, get a taste of wines sourced

from around the globe. There is also a good choice of liqueurs, cognacs,

brandy, whiskey and delicacies of excellent quality. It is possible to taste

the wine at the bar with delicious canapés.

 +39 06 687 3446  www.enotecalparlamento.

com/

 info@enotecaalparlamento.

it

 Via dei Prefetti 15, Rome
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Colline Emiliane 

"Emilian Flavors"

If you like good home cooking from the Emilian religion, this is the right

place for you. Attractive, well-kept surroundings, polite, attentive service.

Large, delicious smelling dishes of the famous pasta, home-made in

traditional Bolognese style, issue forth from the kitchen: tortelloni with

pumpkin cooked in butter, or the classic tortelloni in sauce. Boiled meat

with Cremona mustard is also recommended, as well as other meat dishes

like duck in orange sauce. Most of the wines are Emilian. If you are having

dessert, you must try the pear tart. Call ahead for reservations and more

information.

 +39 06 481 7538  www.collineemiliane.com/  collineemilianeroma@gmai

l.com

 Via degli Avignonesi 22,

Rome
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Matricianella 

"Local Gem"

Make your Roman holiday even more memorable by dining at

Matricianella, a non-touristy and authentic Italian eatery hidden away in

plain view on Via del Leone. Although the main draw here is the food,

many come here for the intimate and romantic atmosphere. Service is

friendly and the seasonal menu packs some great traditional Roman

standbys like Fiori di Zucca, Artichoke alla giudia, meatballs and pasta

with truffles. In typical Italian fashion, meals begin with a lovely glass of

prosecco.

 +39 06 683 2100  www.matricianella.it/  info@matricianella.it  Via del Leone 4, Rome
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Roma Sparita 

"Roman Delicacy"

A pleasant historic pizzeria with open-air tables, although used only if

weather permits, Roma Sparita is an amazing place for a lovely meal in an

pleasant setting. The pizzas cooked in the wood-fired oven are of the

classic tradition, and there is a good choice of Roman seasonal dishes.

Tagliolini al cacio e pepe is one of the house specialties, and is absolutely

scrumptious. A good wine list is also on offer.

 +39 06 580 0757  romasparita.com/  Piazza di Santa Cecilia 24, Rome
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Campana 

"Historic Setting & Roman Cuisine"

Historic restaurant serving traditional Roman cuisine, elegant, with

faultless service. All the trademarks of Roman cooking: Fritti, artichokes

alla Guidia and Frittura mista, Rigatoni, All'amatriciana, Roasted Loin of

Pork and Oxtail are traditional favorites. Small, but a great wine list to

complement your meals with. For reservations and more information, call

ahead.

 +39 06 687 5273  www.ristorantelacampana

.com/

 ristorantecampana@gmail.

com

 Vicolo della Campana 18,

Rome

Antica Taverna MangiaBene 

"Wining & Dining, Roman Style"

A fine restaurant not far from Piazza Navona, Antica Taverna MangiaBene

offers you mouthwatering Roman fare. The lunch and dinner menus offer

a variety of dishes, all of which are delicious. Homemade gnocchi, rabbit

casserole and polenta with wild game are some of the house specialties

you must try. There are also excellent wine and champagne selections to

choose from.

 +39 06 6880 1053  info@anticatavernamangiabene.it  Via di Monte Giordano 12, Rome
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Pierluigi 

"Vast Selection For All Tastes"

This restaurant has been in existence since 1938 and is constantly

expanding its menu. The restaurant is very popular among locals and

tourists alike who appreciate its rustic atmosphere and excellent cuisine.

The menu is extensive and starters include Farfalle with Radishes or

Maltagliata with Shirmp and Bottarga. Among the main courses, the

Escalopes with Red Pepper are excellent or you could try the Shrimp and

Squid Fritters. In summer there are plenty of cold dishes, carpaccios and

rich salads. Though it is on the expensive side, the food makes it

worthwhile.

 +39 06 686 8717  www.pierluigi.it/  info@pierluigi.it  Piazza De' Ricci 144, Rome

 by TheFork 

Checco er Carettiere 

"Restaurant With Many Hats!"

This significant restaurant in Trastevere has been wowing locals and

visitors alike for more than 70 years and has seen three generations of the

Checco clan leading the restaurant. Checco er Carettiere is a restaurant,

tavern, gelateria and bakery all rolled into one. Known for their Roman

dishes like tripe, oxtail, tagliolini with prawns, fine roasted fish, fried fish

and more such delicacies, Checco is a great place to be with your family or

friends. You will always find people in large groups enjoying the Roman

delights and delicious wines here. The restaurant has a warm and

welcoming ambiance with its black and white photos of celebs adorning

the walls, wooden panels and terracotta floors. You will feel you have

entered into the swaying 50's.

 +39 06 581 7018  www.checcoercarettiere.it

/

 info@checcoercarettiere.it  Via Benedetta 10, Rome
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Il Fico Ristorante 

"Roman Classics"

A charming neighborhood spot, Il Fico Ristorante is always swarming with

locals. That in itself is distinctive in this touristy city, but it is the menu

above all that is the real attraction at this eatery. Located just a short walk

away from Piazza Navona, this restaurant serves classic Roman fare, and

a typical meal comprises mouthwatering preparations like terrina di fiori di

zucchina (zucchini flowers stuffed with cheese and parsley), lombata di

vitello (veal chop), spaghetti alle vongole veraci (spaghetti with clams) and

crème caramel. Open daily.

 +39 06 687 5568  www.ilfico.com/ilficoristor

ante.html

 ilfico@ilfico.com  Via di Monte Giardano 49,

Rome
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Sabatini 

"Tourist Hotspot"

Since 1958, the Sabatini brothers have been offering local cuisine and

seafood fare in their wonderful Sabatini restaurant, facing the church in

the Piazza Santa Maria area. A popular tourist spot, this restaurant is

always throbbing with various people. Equipped with a brimming selection

of Tuscan wines and mouth-watering food, the place is abuzz with

infectious energy. Enjoy the lovely food, great company in this beautiful

city.

 +39 06 581 8307  www.ristorantisabatini.it/  sabatini@ristorantisabatini.

com

 Vicolo Santa Maria in

Trastevere 23, Rome
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Trattoria Lilli 

"Ideal For Groups"

Trattoria Lilli is a modern restaurant with a pleasant, lively atmosphere

where you can spend an evening with friends. The atmosphere is

comfortable and festive with a holiday feel thanks to the umbrellas

protecting the tables outside from the summer sun. Smells of home-made

dishes drift from the kitchen - Tagliolini with cheese and pepper, and the

delicious smoked Bucatini all'amatriciana, which everyone loves. Main

courses include spring rolls with beans, ideal in winter, and meat with

seasonal vegetables. In summer, you can order an excellent fried dish of

peppers and potatoes. There is a selection of both foreign and Italian

wines.

 +39 06 686 1916  www.trattorialilli.it/  cerdin175@hotmail.it  Via Tor di Nona 23, Rome
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Trattoria da Luigi 

"A Taste of Rome"

With a menu filled with local delicacies, Trattoria da Luigi guarantees you

a taste of Rome. There is ample indoor seating, but dining al fresco and

observing the sights and sounds of the city has a different charm. You can

gorge on mouthwatering dishes like boneless veal with mushrooms, roast

chicken with potatoes, penne alla vodka and more. The wine selection is

noteworthy, and you can find the perfect partner for your meal. Desserts

like homemade tiramisu and dark chocolate tartufo end the meal

perfectly.

 +39 06 686 5946  www.trattoriadaluigi.com/  gerardo@trattoriadaluigi.co

m

 Piazza Sforza Cesarini 23,

Corso Vittorio Emanuele II,

Rome
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Taverna della Scala 

"Traditional Local Cuisine"

Taverna della Scala is an elegant restaurant in the heart of Trastevere. For

instance, the interior is decorated with old wine bottles and the

atmosphere is very pleasant. The menu also offers a variety of dishes from

pasta to meat and fish. Taverna deall Scala's wine list has a great

selection. Last thing to mention is this place accepts all major credit cards,

and prefers if you call ahead for reservations before you visit.

 +39 06 581 4100  tavernadellascala@tavernadellascala

.it

 Piazza della Scala 19, Rome

Da Gildo 

"Sophisticated Fun"

Da Gildo is a fancy restaurant in the district of Trastevere. The restaurant

is very elegant and the atmosphere is very pleasant. Furthermore, their

menu offers a variety of dishes and appetizers, and Da Gildo's wine list

has a great selection. Gorge on local fares churned out by their culinary

team, as their wines offer the perfect accompaniment. Reservations are

preferred, and all major credit cards accepted.

 +39 06 580 0733  dagildointrastevere@gmail.com  Via della Scala 31, Rome
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Da Lucia 

"Roman in Trastevere Back Alley"

Da Lucia is a family-run trattoria located in a back alley in Trastevere.

Open since 1938, it is included in the Municipality's list of historical

restaurants and shops in Rome. Their menu features all the dishes of

Roman culinary tradition. The simplest are also the best ones: spaghetti

cacio e pepe with pecorino cheese and black pepper or amatriciana are

among the favorite pasta dishes. Veal involtini, tender stuffed squids, or

rabbit cacciatora-style are interesting main courses. In good weather,

tables are available in the small cobbled street out front. Call ahead for

more information, or check out the website.

 +39 06 580 3601  www.trattoriadalucia.com/  Vicolo del Mattonato 2b, Rome
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Trattoria Morgana 

"Traditionally Roman"

A lengthy list of Roman delicacies just waiting to be devoured awaits you

at Trattoria Morgana, making it highly unlikely that you will go away

dissatisfied. Roman classics, dishes that are made in every Roman

household, are on offer here. Seafood salad, bruschetta with tomatoes,

Italian cold cuts and buffalo mozzarella are just the beginning of a great

meal, and many mouthwatering preparations follow. You can gorge on

spaghetti alla carbonara, filet with green peppercorn sauce and more.

Snails are the house specialty, and must be tried.

 +39 06 487 3122  www.trattoriamorgana.co

m/

 info@trattoriamorgana.com  Via Mecenate 19-21, Rome
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 by Travis Yewell on Unsplash 

Dal Bolognese 

"Dining in Piazza del Popolo"

This restaurant looks out onto one of Rome's most beautiful piazzas, in a

comfortable, yet refined setting. This restaurant is a local hangout for

artists, politicians, journalists and businessmen. It looks onto the piazza

del Popolo, and has one room, which resembles a beautiful bourgeois

drawing room, and another room for smokers. You will receive a warm

reception and efficient service in both. Everything here is absolutely

delicious; however, the pasta dishes particulary standout thanks to their

Emilian tradition. Classic dishes are made according to the Bolognese

tradition, and the pièce de resistance is Bollito Misto; also excellent is the

Fritto alla Bolognese with vegetables, meat, crema dolce and apple. There

are fish dishes and homemade pasta recipes.

 +39 06 322 2799  roma.dalbolognese.it/  roma@dalbolognese.it  Piazza del Popolo 1-2, Rome
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Dino Express 

"Traditional Home-Style Preparations"

Located in the neighborhood of Prati, this little restaurant serves some of

the traditionally prepared Italian delicacies, that is definitely worth trying.

The ambiance is lively and great for family lunches. The simple dishes on

the menu consists of the signature ossobuco, saltimboocca al timone,

vegetable soup, prosciutto e melone, pasta e cecci and polpette,

carpaccio di carne con rughetta, lasagne and much more. Closed on

Sundays, this place is open for lunch Mondays to Saturdays. Do not worry

in case you forgot to withdraw cash, as they offer a cash machine within

the restaurant for your convenience. Reservations would be quite ideal,

unless you have enough time to wait for your turn. Call ahead for more

details.

 +39 06 6361 0305  Via Tacito 80, Rome
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Da Bucatino 

"Typically Roman"

A restaurant that celebrates every aspect of Roman cuisine, Da Bucatino

has many mouthwatering dishes for you to enjoy. The freshest produce is

made use of to create a menu of delicious preparations, right from the

appetizers to the desserts. When here, you absolutely must try creations

like bucatini all'amatriciana, coniglio alla cacciatore (hunter-style rabbit)

and coda alla vaccinara (oxtail stew). Desserts like tiramisu end the meal

perfectly. The restaurant is closed on Mondays.

 +39 06 574 6886  www.bucatino.com/  info@bucatino.com  Via Luca della Robbia 84/86,

Rome
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Trattoria Perilli 

"Still the Same"

Perilli is a typically roman tavern with a charming decor that incorporates

ancient Roman murals and high ceilings. The food is as tasty with the

same authentic flavors as it was since the place began. Experiment with

'pagliata' or a dish made with calf intestines if you think you can stomach

it. This place is frequented by locals and tourists alike.

 +39 06 575 5100  Via Marmorata 39, Rome
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 by sharonang   

Felice a Testaccio 

"Delicious Roman Fare"

The restaurant was notorious due to its grumpy old owner who used to

reserve all the tables and only let in his regular patrons and the few he

liked. Now it has been transformed into a trendy and friendly restaurant

though it has remained faithful to its traditional Roman cuisine, for which

it was known as well. Must try's are the tonnarelli cacio e pepe, abbacchio

al forno con patate and tiramisù al bicchiere, which is served in a glass.

They also have a good selection of Italian wines to go with your meal.

 +39 06 574 6800  www.feliceatestaccio.it/  info@feliceatestaccio.com  Via Mastro Giorgio 29, Rome

 by joshuemd   

Cucina Romana da Dino 

"Traditional Italian Pizzas"

This cozy little Italian restaurant is best for intimate dining and pizzas. The

food served here is much appreciated and some of the dishes you may

want to try are matriciana spaghetti, lasagnas, pastas, pizza napoletana,

margarita pizza, pizza capricciosa, pizza all'Ortolana and lots more. A

good wine collection is offered to accompany with your meals. A

reasonable place, their service is warm and friendly too. For reservations

and more information, call ahead.

 +39 06 491 2425  Via dei Mille 10, Rome

 by baklava   

Flavio al Velavevodetto 

"Charming Cottage Tavern"

In a quaint neighborhood, the Flavio al Velavevodetto is located in a a tiny

cottage surrounded by beautiful flowers and creepers. It offers a pristine

ambiance to experiment with delectable Roman cuisine. A meal starts

with appetizing pastas. The main course includes classic fare like

succulent rabbit, lamb, veal and specialities like swordfish and ravioli. A

meal can be finished off with a tiramisu or a fondant.

 +39 06 574 4194  www.ristorantevelavevode

tto.it/

 tuttinoisrl@virgilio.it  Via di Monte Testaccio 97,

Rome

 by TheFork 

Il Focolare 

"Quaint Italian Diner"

Il Focolare restaurant started off as a small neighborhood diner way back

in 1944. Now a family business, the restaurant has stood the test of time

and the ravages of war to become a popular eatery among locals and

tourists alike. The food served here is home-style Italian with a heavy bias

on delicious and hearty pasta dishes. Their Sliced Beef with Mushrooms

and Mixed Grilled Meat with Baked Potatoes come highly recommended.

With pretty lamps casting a dim light, an impressive marble fireplace and

minimal but tasteful decor, the place has a cozy but classy vibe suited to

family meals and dates alike.

 +39 06 581 8395  www.ilfocolaredal1945.it/  robbyfocolare@yahoo.it  Via Gabriele Rossetti 40,

Rome
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Checchino dal 1887 

"Country Cooking At Its Finest!"

The restaurant has long been established in Rome and is now run by

Ninetta Mariani with her sons Francesco and Elio. The restaurant is very

beautiful, with two rooms for smokers and one for non-smokers. The

decor is very attractive and the service attentive and efficient. The typical

Roman country cooking is recreated to be fit for a king. The menu is long

and varied with traditional dishes, including Rigatoni with Pajata,

sweetbreads, tripe, and offal with artichokes. The trolley provides a wide

choice of local cheeses that are not often found in the shops. There is also

a fantastic dessert menu, with standouts such as spuma di ricotta with

cocoa powder or cinnamon. The wine-list has both Italian and foreign

wines. Call ahead for reservations.

 +39 06 574 6318  www.checchino-

dal-1887.com

 checchino_roma@tin.it  Via di Monte Testaccio 30,

Rome

 by congerdesign   

Vascello 

"All In One"

Why limit yourself to great local cuisine? Have local and more. And don't

stop there, add pizza, a great choice of meat and fish, and Sardinian

plates. Get it all here. Vascella is a popular dining place in the area with its

impeccable food menu that is specially prepared to retain its flavor and

aroma. Delicate items like thin pizzas and Spaghetti with Bottarga are

served here. The staff is very friendly and approachable, aiding a good

time. Sit outside during the sunny months to bask in the breeze. The

restaurant is closed on Tuesdays.

 +39 06 580 6517  Via Giuseppe Massari 8, Rome

 by ohallmann   

Ristorante Il Cortile 

"Delicious Roman Fare!"

If you want to sample Rome's local cuisine, few eateries would be able to

satisfy you like Ristorante Il Cortile. The menu at this restaurant features a

vast assortment of mouthwatering delicacies, and there is a great wine list

to boot. Starting with appetizers like swordfish and salmon carpaccio, you

can move on to a meal comprising spaghetti tonno fresco e capperi

(spaghetti with fresh tuna and capers), baccalà fritto con zucchine (fried

cod with zucchini) and more. Desserts like vanilla cream with berries end

the meal perfectly.

 +39 06 580 3433  www.ilcortiledal1929.com/  info@ilcortile.it  Via Alberto Mario 26, Rome

 by pixel2013   

La Tavernaccia 

"Roman Fare That's More Than Fair"

This Roman yummery delights with traditional dishes, pizzas and a nice

wine selection. Whether it's their artichokes alla romana or slices of

prosciutto for starters, or the suckling lamb dish to fill you up, La

Tavernaccia has got you covered. Be sure to check out the cassata

siciliana, a Southern Italian specialty.

 +39 06 581 2792  latavernaccia@virgilio.it  Via Giovanni di Castel Bolognese 63,

Rome
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Tram Tram 

"The Tastiest Commute In Rome"

Situated in Rome's University area, one of its oldest and most culturally

'uncompromised' zones, Tram Tram is a unique restaurant that charms a

large crowd of locals. The name Tram Tram is not only a reflection of the

steady stream of trams that pass each day, but also an appropriate title for

the interior décor. The restaurant showcases a wide variety of artifacts

Rome's famous old trams. The menu combines typical Roman, Sicilian and

Puglian dishes. Signora di Vittorio will welcome you warmly and give you

her personal recommendations (all in Italian of course). And if fish is your

dish then you won't be disappointed with their eggplant or porcini fish

courses. Another trademark dish that will leave your tongue begging for

more is the "Pappardella Tram Tram", a pasta dish with lamb and sweet

peppers. It is nearly always rush hour here so reservations are strongly

suggested.

 +39 06 49 0416  www.tramtram.it/  info@tramtram.it  Via dei Reti 46, Rome

 by TheFork 

L'Archeologia 

"Local Delicacies"

Established in 1890, L'Archeologia is done up in a beautiful blend of old

and new. It's a pleasure, not only for the palate, but also for the eyes.

Local specialties abound; check out the Tagliata di Manzo or the Antipasta

dell'Antica Posta. For a sweet, you may not be able to say no to the Crema

Catalana. This restaurant also makes a great venue for private events.

 +39 06 788 0494  www.larcheologia.it/  info@larcheologia.it  Via Appia Antica 139, Rome

 by petrovhey   

Il Buchetto 

"Worth the Wait"

This local pizzeria is ever-bustling with loyal customers. The feel is casual

and comfortable, with lots of tables and a little background music. The

staff is alert and more than willing to help customers decide on one of the

thirty varieties of pizza, as well as Calzoni, Bruschette and Crostini. The

traditional desserts baked in the wood oven are amazing.

 +39 06 320 1707  Via Flaminia 119, Rome

 by joshuemd   

Ristorante Il Fungo

Quattordicesimo Piano 

"Quiet Times With Oneself"

If you are looking forward to dine at a place where you can relax in the

quiet atmosphere and be with yourself, Ristorante Il Fungo

Quattordicesimo Piano is the ideal place to be at. The spectacular view of

the city will simply rejuvenate your senses. Gorge on the delicious Italian

cuisine that is simply irresistible, while they also change and update their

menu every season with new inspirations. Hire this beautiful venue for

your most special occasions and cherish the happy moments. To know

more about their catering services and other details, check out their

website or call ahead.

 +39 06 591 1980  www.ristoranteilfungo.it/index.php?

lang=it

 Piazza Pakistan 1/A, Rome
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Ristorante Eden 

"Delicious Seafood by the Sea"

Ristorante Eden is a unique restaurant situated not far from the district of

Ostia. The restaurant specializes in seafood dishes and it is very popular

among the locals. Moreover, all their dishes (from appetizers to second

courses) are prepared with a special touch of homely warmth. Service is

efficient while also being friendly. Ristorante Eden accepts all major credit

cards and reservations are preferred.

 +39 06 5091 6969  www.ristoranteeden.it/  eden@ristoranteeden.it  Via Umberto Giordano 111,

Rome
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